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Countries that lead in student performance see  

education as the bedrock of their country’s prosperity  
and future success, and invest in it accordingly.

- Randi Weingarten, AFT President 
“AFT International Update, Special Report” 2012
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The educational systems in economically-developed 
countries are compared through the administration of 
two tests: the Programme for International Student  
Assessment (PISA) and the Trends in International  
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS).

PISA provides a detailed assessment and comparison 
of what 15 year-old students in 74 education systems 
worldwide have learned and how well they can apply 
knowledge. The results of the most recent PISA tests 
were announced in 2010 by the Organization for  
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). 

PISA results showed that U.S. students fell to around the 
OECD average range, “as they have for the past decade, 
with scores around the average for reading and science 
and below average in mathematics. Recent top perform-
ers – nations as diverse as South Korea, Finland, Canada, 
The Netherlands and Japan – continued to rank among 
the top ten in combined average scores. The surprise 
came from Shanghai, China, where students are taking 
PISA exams for the !rst time.” (What the U.S. Can Learn 
from the World’s Most Successful Education Reform E!orts, 
McGraw-Hill Research Foundation Policy Paper: Lessons 
from PISA).

Politicians and business leaders profess an interest in this 
country becoming a world-class education system, but 
we rarely de!ne what that means and, more importantly, 
we rarely research the common elements of educational 
systems that currently hold that title. And, we never 
emulate those practices. In fact, we do the opposite.

Educational researchers note that the United States  
was the long-time leader among other countries largely 
because of our focus on universal secondary education 
and our success in expanding higher education beyond 
the elite class. They also note that other countries are 
catching up and leaping ahead, not because our  
educational systems have gotten worse, but because 
they have not gotten better.

Since I started teaching (and A Nation at Risk was pub-
lished), educators and the public education system have 
been blamed for our country’s economic woes. However, 
the reverse–investment in education as a sound eco-
nomic strategy–has been given faint lip service. Other 
countries have gotten serious. The policies and practices 
of many countries that score above the U.S. on the PISA 
align with the belief that education is the foundation of 
all societies and globally-competitive economies. 

According to Linda Darling-Hammond (The Flat World 
and Education: How America’s Commitment to Equity  
Will Determine Our Future, 2010), the new skills needed 
for at least 70% of U.S. jobs include the capacity to:

t� Design, evaluate and manage one’s own work  
so that it continually improves.

t� Frame, investigate and solve problems using a  
wide range of tools and resources.

t� Collaborate strategically with others.
t� Communicate e"ectively in many forms.
t� Find, analyze and use information for many purposes.
t� Develop new products and ideas.

Our students will not graduate with these skills if our 
country/state continues on its current course. The  
vili!cation of teachers, the lack of political support, and 
the chronic under-resourcing of our systems has led to 
prescriptive practices and programs that do not support 
us to teach in ways that ensure these skills. Worse, yet, 
we are not even able to practice our profession using 
those skills. You can’t teach what you don’t model.

To understand what a world-class, globally-competitive 
school system would look like, it is best to put aside 
what we know about our current system. It’s not pos-
sible to graft a world-class system onto the existing 
structure of any school system. The education “deforms” 
as I describe the current trends of #unking schools (A-F 
school grades), #unking teachers (evaluations based on 
test scores) and #unking kids (3rd grade retention) as 
well as practices like piling on credit requirements to the 
detriment of electives, simply entrench a system that is 
not working.

Countries that are listed as top performing in interna-
tional comparisons have developed strategies that are 
actually opposite of the United States. They have:

t� Aligned social policies with educational policies  
with an emphasis on equality.

t� Allocated resources inequitably based on who 
needs them most.

t� Developed a focused alignment and vision of  
competent, quali!ed and caring teachers from  
pre-service through a career in teaching.

t� Ensured that student assessment focuses on 
teacher-created formative assessments that are an 
ongoing process between the teacher and student. 
These tests emphasize the use of knowledge,  
not recitation.

t� Balanced centralization with decentralization.

t� Trusted teachers and allowed for a great deal  
of professional autonomy.

As I conducted my 
research for this edition 
of the Teachers’ Voice, 
the words that ap-
pear most frequently 
in all the literature are 
consistency, coherence, 
investing, trusting and 
equity. In countries with 
a world-class education 
system, there has been 

a consistency of e"ort to align policies with a coherent 
vision that includes investing in and trusting teachers as 
professionals, along with a purposeful focus on equity. 

These are not questions for our school system to answer 
alone. These are questions for our community to debate 
and discuss. In our profession, we are required to base 
our practice on current research. We should expect no 
less from our policymakers. The election is over. Now  
it’s time to hold those elected accountable for doing  
the hard work of creating world-class policies based on  
actual research. World-class political leadership is essential 
if we are to educate students for a rapidly-changing and 
innovation-based world. 

In solidarity,

In countries with a world-class education system, there has been 
a consistency of effort to align policies with a coherent vision 

that includes investing in and trusting teachers as professionals,
along with a purposeful focus on equity.

”
“

TIME TO START

WORLD CLASS
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BY ELLEN BERNSTEIN - ATF PRESIDENT
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For the past two years, a study team from AFT visited countries 
recognized internationally for their educational excellence, accord-

ing the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) results 
and other measures. They found that, 
“Countries with high-performing 
education systems create coherent, 
consistent education systems. Quality 
education is a core societal value, and 
is seen as playing a vital role in the 
country’s current and future success.”

What do these countries do? The AFT 
study found many commonalities 
among these countries including: 

t� They have consistent, stable goals for the education system.
t� They create a coherent and aligned system through which to 

make policy change; they do not approach education “piece-
meal” and are not subjected to the “reform fad of the month.”

t� They see education as the wellspring for their current and 
future success and they seek buy-in from all stakeholders in 
policy decisions.

t� There is a shared responsibility for learning that includes teach-
ers, parents, students, administrators and the government.

t� Teachers are highly respected. 
t� School administrators see their job as primarily supporting 

instruction in the classroom.
t� There is school and teacher empowerment and professional 

autonomy.
t� There is a deliberate e"ort to build the “collective capacity”  

of teachers.
t� There is a focus on what happens in the classroom; invest-

ments are made in teacher preparation and professional 
development.

t� They provide a deep, well-rounded education.
t� Equity and education go hand-in-hand; they address the needs 

of each child, and education is an instrument for improving 
economic equity. 

t� Teachers are unionized and unions are full partners.

Source: AFT International Update, Special Report (2012)

WHAT OTHER COUNTRIES DO
?WZTL�+TI[[�+WUUWVITQ\QM[

Linda Darling-Hammond is the author or editor of more than a 
dozen books and more than 300 articles on education policy  
and practice. Her work focuses on school restructuring, teacher 
education, and educational equity. In her book, The Flat World and 
Education, she makes a well-researched and compelling case for the 
changes necessary in the United States if we truly intend to have a 
world-class education system.

She argues, “The United States needs to 
move much more decisively than it has  
in the last quarter century to establishing 
a purposeful, equitable education system 
that will prepare all our children for  
success in a knowledge-based society.  
This means moving beyond a collection  
of disparate and shifting reform initiatives, 
only occasionally related to what  
we know about teaching and learning,  
to a thoughtful well-organized and well-
supported set of policies that will enable 

students to learn how to learn, create, and invent the new world 
they are entering” (p. 3).

Although very di"erent, Darling-Hammond found that Finland, 
Korea, and Singapore, have all made incredible advancements in 
their education systems over the past 30 years. They have these 
established improvements in common:

t� Funded schools adequately and equitably. They have built 
their educational systems on a strong “egalitarian ethos,  
explicitly confronting and addressing potential sources  
of inequality.”

t� Eliminated examination systems that had previously led  
to tracking.

t� Revised national standards to focus on higher-order think-
ing, inquiry and innovation. Teachers develop performance 
assessments that include research projects, science investi- 
gations. Students are expected to re#ect on, evaluate and 
manage their own learning.

t� Developed national teaching policies that include a strong 
teacher education program; those studying to be teachers are 
paid a stipend while they learn how to teach well. Salaries are 
comparable with other careers. Teachers are well-respected 
and working conditions are supportive. There is substantial 
participation in decision making about curriculum, instruc-
tion, assessment, and professional development.

t� Supported ongoing teacher learning, including mentoring for 
beginning teachers and 15-25 hours a week for teachers  
to plan collaboratively, analyze student learning, engage in 
lesson study, active research and observe each other teach.

t� Pursued consistent long-term reforms by steadily implement-
ing strategies for equalizing and improving the education sys-
tem and making investments in a quality educator workforce.

Source: The Flat World and Education: How America’s Commitment to Equity Will Determine Our Future  
- Linda Darling-Hammond (2010)

COMPARING POLICIES THAT LEAD TO
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Many nations with high-performing education systems integrate  
assessment with teaching and learning–through diagnostics,  

teacher-designed assessments, end-of-course  
tests, and in numerous other ways.
Randi Weingarten, AFT President 

“AFT International Update, Special Report” 2012

”

“
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GLOBAL EDUCATION REFORM MOVEMENT

GERM THE FINISH WAY

STANDARDIZING TEACHING & LEARNING

t�4FUUJOH�DMFBS�IJHI�BOE�DFOUSBMMZ�
prescribed performance expecta-
tions for all schools, teachers, and 
students to improve the quality 
and equity of outcomes.

CUSTOMIZING TEACHING & LEARNING

t�4FUUJOH�B�DMFBS�CVU�øFYJCMF� 
national framework for school-
based curriculum planning. 

t�&ODPVSBHJOH�MPDBM�BOE�JOEJWJEVBM�
solutions to national goals in order 
to !nd best ways to create optimal 
learning and teaching opportuni-
ties for all. 

t�0òFSJOH�QFSTPOBM�MFBSOJOH�QMBOT�
for those who have special educa-
tional needs. 

FOCUS ON LITERACY & NUMERACY

t�#BTJD�LOPXMFEHF�BOE�TLJMMT�JO�
reading, writing, mathematics, and 
the natural sciences serve as prime 
targets of education reform. 

t�/PSNBMMZ�JOTUSVDUJPO�UJNF�GPS�
these subjects is increased. 

FOCUS ON CREATIVE LEARNING

t�5FBDIJOH�BOE�MFBSOJOH�GPDVT�PO�
deep, broad learning, giving equal 
value to all aspects of the growth 
of an individual’s personality, moral 
character, creativity, knowledge, 
and skills.

TEACHING PRESCRIBED CURRICULUM

t�3FBDIJOH�IJHIFS�TUBOEBSET�BT� 
a criterion for success and good  
performance. 

t�0VUDPNFT�PG�UFBDIJOH�BSF� 
predictable and prescribed in  
a uniform way. 

t�3FTVMUT�BSF�PGUFO�KVEHFE�CZ� 
standardized and externally- 
administrated tests.

ENCOURAGING RISK-TAKING

t�4DIPPM�CBTFE�BOE�UFBDIFS�PXOFE�
curricula facilitate !nding novel 
approaches to teaching and learn-
ing, and encourage risk-taking and 
uncertainty in leadership, teaching, 
and learning.

BORROWING MARKET-ORIENTED  
REFORM IDEAS

t�4PVSDFT�PG�FEVDBUJPOBM�DIBOHF�
are management and administra-
tion models brought to schools 
from the corporate world through 
legislation or national programs.

t�4VDI�CPSSPXJOH�MFBET�UP�BMJHO-
ing schools and local education 
systems to the operational logic  
of private corporations.

LEARNING FROM THE PAST;  
OWNING INNOVATIONS

t�5FBDIJOH�IPOPST�USBEJUJPOBM� 
pedagogical values, such as a 
teacher’s professional role and 
relationship with students. 

t�.BJO�TPVSDFT�PG�TDIPPM�JNQSPWF-
ment are proven, e"ective educa-
tional practices from the past.

TEST-BASED ACCOUNTABILITY & CONTROL

t�4DIPPM�QFSGPSNBODF�BOE�SBJTJOH�
student achievement are closely 
tied to processes of promotion, 
inspection, and ultimately reward-
ing schools and teachers. 

t�8JOOFST�OPSNBMMZ�HBJO�öTDBM� 
rewards, whereas struggling 
schools and individuals are  
punished. 

t�1VOJTINFOU�PGUFO�JODMVEFT� 
loose employment terms and 
merit-based pay for teachers.

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY & TRUST

t�(SBEVBMMZ�CVJMEJOH�B�DVMUVSF� 
of responsibility and trust within 
the education system that values 
teacher and principal professional-
ism in judging what is best  
for students. 

t�5BSHFUJOH�SFTPVSDFT�BOE�TVQQPSU�
to schools and students that are  
at risk to fail or to be left behind. 

t�4BNQMF�CBTFE�TUVEFOU�BTTFTT-
ments.

Finland is often used as an example of a world-class education system. One reason 
is, according to the Background Report for the International Summit on the Teaching 
Profession prepared by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD), “Almost every country has undertaken some form of school system 
reform during the past two decades, but very few have succeeded in improving 
their systems from poor to fair to good to great to excellent.”

Finland has not always been a top performer in interna-
tional comparisons. The country began by putting equity 
!rst, and for the past 40 years has been on a consistent 
course to excellence. In schools, there is trust-based pro-
fessionalism. This focus, which took 20 years to develop, 
has completely transformed a formerly top-down system.

Smithsonian magazine (Why Are Finland’s Schools Successful? 
by LynNell Hancock, September 2011) noted that the coun-
try’s achievements in education have other nations doing 
their homework. The article chronicled their path to success:

t� Public schools were organized into one system of comprehensive schools, or 
peruskoulu, for ages 7 through 16. 

t� Teachers from all over the nation contributed to a national curriculum that 
provided guidelines, not prescriptions. 

t� Besides Finnish and Swedish (the country’s second o$cial language), children 
would learn a third language (English is a favorite), usually beginning at age 9. 

t� As the comprehensive schools improved, so did the upper secondary schools 
(grades 10 through 12). 

t� In 1979, reformers required, at the state’s expense, that every teacher earn a 
!fth-year master’s degree in theory and practice. From then on, teachers were 
e"ectively granted equal status with doctors and lawyers. 

t� Applicants #ooded into teacher preparation programs, not because the salaries 
were so high, but because autonomy and respect made the job attractive. 

t� By the mid-1980s, a !nal set of initiatives shook the classrooms free from the 
last vestiges of top-down regulation. Control over policies shifted to town 
councils. The national curriculum was distilled into broad guidelines. 

t� Sifting and sorting children into ability groupings were eliminated. All  
children were to be taught in the same classrooms with lots of special teacher 
help available.

t� The inspectorate closed its doors in the early 1990s, turning accountability  
and inspection over to teachers and principals. 

I had the opportunity to hear Pasi Sahlberg speak at the October meeting of the 
Teacher Union Reform Network (TURN). His presentation followed his book,  
Finnish Lessons. A detailed summary of his conversation with us can be found at 
http://turnexchange.net/blog/a-contrast-of.html. We should pay close attention  
to what the Finns did to change their educational system and thus their standing  
in comparison to other countries–especially since Finland is doing pretty much  
the exact opposite of what we are doing in this country.

Sahlberg’s presentation focused on what he calls the three Finnish paradoxes  
of education:

Paradox 1: Teach Less; Learn More – “The American teacher spends almost twice 
as long every week teaching than her Finnish peer.” Finnish students start at 7  
and overall spend less time in school and on homework. Teaching is a “holistic  
profession”, combining instructional time with time for peer collaboration.

Paradox 2: Test Less; Learn More – Student assessment in Finland is based on 
three categories: 

1. Diagnostic, formative and summative assessment by the teachers as a part  
of teaching;

2. A comprehensive evaluation of student progress at the end of each semester. 
The school decides the criteria for the evaluation that is based on the national 
student assessment guidelines; 

3. National assessments that are given to 10% of age cohorts. These assessments 
measure students’ learning in reading, math, science and other subjects in  
3-4-year cycles.

Paradox 3: More Equity Though Growing Diversity – There is currently a rapid 
diversi!cation of schools and communities in Finland. The educational principles  
are one of inclusiveness regardless of the student characteristics and needs.

In Finnish Lessons, Sahlberg compares the elements of what he calls the Global 
Education Reform Movement (GERM). GERM policies are characterized by a focus on 
competition, standardization, school choice, and test-based accountability (p. 103). 

Source: Finnish Lessons - Pasi Sahlberg (2011)

FINNISH EDUCATION SYSTEM
?WZTL�+TI[[�4M[[WV[�<W�5WLMT
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enhance classroom practice, they provide 
opportunities for teachers’ work to be 
recognized and celebrated, and help both 
teachers and schools to identify profes-
sional development priorities. They can also 
provide a basis for rewarding teachers for 
exemplary performance.

OECD’s recent review of reforms in public 
policy suggests that, in most circumstances, 
it pays to closely engage those who will 
be most directly a"ected by reform. Teach-
ers need to be active agents, not just in the 
implementation of reforms, but also in  
their design:

t� Teacher support for reform is also not 
merely an issue of politics and pragma-
tism. Research on the characteristics 
of e"ective professional development 
indicates that teachers must be active 
agents in analyzing their own practice in 
the light of professional standards, and 
their students’ progress in the light of 
standards for student learning. Such en-
gagement necessitates a clear and well-
structured policy framework for reform. 

t� There should also be a strong commit-
ment to sharing information, and to 
building trust and co-operation, as well 
as an explicit high-level commitment to 
the reform agenda from each partner.

t� Policy design needs to be underpinned 
by solid research and analysis. If reform 
advocates can build a broad consensus 
among experts and the public in support 
of reform, and build that consensus by 
showing evidence of the need for reform, 
they are likely to be in a stronger position 
to implement the reforms successfully.

t� Recognition of the importance of engag-
ing teachers is growing. Dialogue can 
involve conversations both within nation-
al professional bodies and among local 
groups of professionals.

t� At a political level, the commitment to 
working in partnership with teachers to 
reform education is growing. 

Source: Building a High-Quality Teaching Profession: Lessons From Around the 
World and Background Report for the International Summit on the Teaching 
Profession, OECD (2011)

he most important thing that world-
class education systems do that is 
absent in our country’s school system 

is they trust teachers. In The Flat World and 
Education, Darling-Hammond captures that 
di"erence in one sentence, “Policies often  
create a hostile environment for school mod-
els that deviate from traditional structures 
that mountains of regulations have held in 
place” (p.64).

Yet, mountains of research from other coun-
tries capture the power of trusting teachers. 
One major di"erence between world-class 
education systems and ours has to do with 
how teachers are valued, trained and com-
pensated. Excellent systems invest substantial 
amounts of time and money to nurture and 
develop the talents and leadership abilities  
of teachers and principals. They trust teachers 
as individuals and they trust the power of col-
laborative e"orts between teachers.

t� In many high-performing education sys-
tems, teachers not only have a central role 
to play in improving educational outcomes, 
but are also at the center of the improve-
ment e"orts themselves. In these systems, 
it is not that top-down reforms are ordering 
teachers to change, but that teachers em-
brace and lead reform, taking responsibility 
as professionals. 

t� In almost every country surveyed by Orga-
nization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development’s (OECD) Teaching and Learn-
ing International Survey (TALIS), the large 
majority of teachers report that they are 
satis!ed with their jobs and consider that 
they make a real di"erence in education.

t� [These countries] make signi!cant invest-
ments in their professional development, 
both in terms of their time and often also 
in terms of money, an investment that goes 
hand-in-hand with teachers reporting that 
they use a wider repertoire of pedagogic 
strategies in the classroom.

t� Although attractive salaries are clearly  
important for making teaching more ap-
pealing and retaining e"ective teachers, 
OECD’s Teachers Matter study concludes 
that policy needs to address more than pay.

t� Teachers place considerable emphasis 
on the quality of their relationships with 
students and colleagues, on feeling sup-
ported by school leaders, on good working 
conditions, and on opportunities to develop 
their skills. 

t� Some countries are placing greater em-
phasis on teacher evaluations to support 
improvement in teaching practice. While 
these evaluations are designed mainly to 

T

Finland, Ontario, and 
Singapore have been able 
to attract and retain highly 
e"ective teachers in part 
because teaching is an 
attractive profession that 
many individuals want to 
join and stay in. Unlike in 
the United States, where 
the top high school gradu-
ates often pursue careers  
in medicine, law, or busi-

ness, teaching is a draw for academically 
talented youth, who stay in the profession 
rather than leave to !nd more lucrative jobs. 

Each jurisdiction has developed and imple-
mented policies that make teaching attrac-
tive, and these e"orts clearly have paid o".

Source: Teacher and School Leader E!ectiveness: Lessons Learned from  
High-Performing Systems - Alliance for Excellent Education, Issues Brief  
(March 2011)

In Singapore, spirit of creativity and innova-
tion is visible throughout the schools, which 
are encouraged to engage both students and 
teachers in experimental and cooperative 
learning, action research, scienti!c investiga-
tions, entrepreneurial activities and discus-
sion and debate” (p.6).

“Research suggests that successful new mod-
els of schooling require strong teaching facul-
ties who work in organizational structures 
that create more coherence and a ‘communal’ 
orientation, in which sta" see themselves as 
part of a family and work together to create 
a caring environment. These schools reduce 
curriculum di"erentiation and tracking, 
increase instructional authenticity and rigor, 
and enhance the extent to which students are 
well known by adults…”(pp. 64-65).

Source: The Flat World and Education: How America’s Commitment to Equity Will 
Determine Our Future - Linda Darling-Hammond (2010)
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TRUSTING TEACHERS
A World-Class Practice
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LEARNING GOES BOTH WAYS. 
OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE 
LEARNED A GREAT DEAL 

FROM THE UNITED STATES, 
AND NOW IT IS TIME FOR 

AMERICAN EDUCATORS TO 
OPEN THEIR EYES TO OTHER 

NATIONS’ GLOBALLY-MINDED 
AND FUTURE-FOCUSED  
PRACTICES, LEVERAGE  
EXISTING ASSETS, AND  

CREATE A TRULY WORLD-
CLASS EDUCATION SYSTEM 

FOR THIS GENERATION  
OF STUDENTS AND  

GENERATIONS TO COME.

– Vivien Stewart –

“A World-Class Education: 
Learning from International 

Models of Excellence  
and Innovation”

5

CHANGESTHAT

EVERYTHING

1THINGTHE
There is one thing that is common to 
every individual, relationship, team, 

family, organization, nation, economy, and 
civilization throughout the world – one thing 
which, if removed, will destroy the most power-
ful government, the most successful business, 
the most thriving economy, the most in#uential 
leadership, the greatest friendship, the strongest 
character, the deepest love. 

On the other hand, if developed and leveraged, 
that one thing has the potential to create unpar-
alleled success and prosperity in every dimen-
sion of life. Yet, it is the least understood, most 
neglected, and most underestimated possibility 
of our time.

That one thing is trust.

Trust impacts us 24/7, 365 
days a year. It undergirds and 
a"ects the quality of every re-
lationship, every communica-
tion, every work project, every 
business venture, every e"ort 
in which we are engaged. It 
changes the quality of every 
present moment and alters 
the trajectory and outcome of 

every future moment of our lives – both person-
ally and professionally.

Contrary to what most people believe, trust is 
not some soft, illusive quality that you either 
have or you don’t; rather, trust is a pragmatic, 
tangible, actionable asset that you can create – 
much faster than you probably think possible.

While corporate scandals, terrorists threats, o$ce 
politics, and broken relationships have created 
low trust on almost every front, I contend that 
ability to establish, grow, extend, and restore 
trust is not only vital to our personal and in-
terpersonal well-being; it is the key leadership 
competency of the new global economy.

I am also convinced that in every situation, noth-
ing is as fast as the speed of trust. And, contrary 
to popular belief, trust is something you can do 
something about. In fact, you can get good at 
creating it!

Source: The Speed Of Trust: The One Thing that Changes Everything 
- Stephen M.R. Covey (2006, pp1-2)

”

“

CPS OVERVIEW: 4:30-6:30PM
MEMBERS: NO COST/NON-MEMBERS: $50

6
CPS PROFESSIONAL  DEVELOPMENT: 2:00-4:00PM

MEMBERS: NO COST/NON-MEMBERS: $25

Being Multicultural: respect, appreciation and 
relationship with your own and others’ cultures

13
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All events held at ATF o!ce: 530 Je"erson Street NE 

TO REGISTER CALL: 262-2657

”

“

We do not even have a word for accountability. Finnish teachers talk about responsibility.  
Visitors are amazed at what it looks like in practice. Students take responsibility for their own learning. 

When you hold teachers accountable for student learning you take the responsibility  
away from the students. In Finland, there is strong responsibility but low accountability.

Pasi Sahlberg 
- quote from TURN [Teacher Union Reform Network] meeting presentation - October 2012
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issues | advocacy | organizing

I|A|O
Attraction and Retention of Personnel in High Needs 
Areas: This group will begin to look the mutual goals 
of how best to address the problem of !nding and 
keeping employees in positions that have historically 
been di$cult to sta". Much of the initial work will 
involve researching how these needs have been  
addressed in other districts around the region and  
the country.

Special Education Prep Time: The work of this group 
has been ongoing and focused on how to ensure that 
equitable prep time is available for individuals who 
teach special education programs at the elementary 
and secondary levels. There are several unique, prep-
related issues that a"ect special education teachers, 
especially for those at the elementary level and those 
teaching in intensive programs. When we started work 
on addressing solutions three years ago, it was clear 
that some of the solutions would cost money the dis-
trict did not have. We plan to reconvene the task force 
as a part of negotiations in the spring.

APS Calendar Committee
Once again, representatives from a broad range of role 
groups within the district were assembled to pro-
vide input on a proposed calendar for the 2013-2014 
school year. The Calendar Committee was made up of 
parent and student representatives as well as a school 
board member, school- and district-based administra-
tive representatives, and representatives of various 
employee bargaining units within APS, including ATF. 

Working within constraints, including testing sched-
ules and the need to balance the lengths of the !rst 
and second semesters, the committee looked at such 

features as an earlier start date, a later start date, 
starting the winter recess much earlier, extending 
the second semester into the new calendar year and 
extending the end date beyond Memorial Day. 

Eight separate drafts were constructed. The committee 
then narrowed the choices to two possibilities based 
on what the representatives thought would best be 
supported by their constituency groups. Those choices 
were presented by the members of the calendar com-
mittee to their constituents for comment, feedback 
and preference. That information was then taken back 
to the calendar committee and a consensus choice 
emerged. As of this writing, the Board Policy Commit-
tee returned the proposal for further consideration. 
Ultimately, the full Board will select the !nal calendar 
for next school year. 

ISSUES
Check Your Pay Records

We all know that it is important to verify our pay 
information, but for some it is especially critical to do 
so. If your status has recently changed from full- to 
part-time or if you are being paid from di"erent cost 
accounts, you should make sure you are receiving the 
total amount of pay you are owed. In some recent 
cases, teachers who are working a full-time work load 
(but are being paid via di"erent cost accounts) were 
only paid eight-tenths of the compensation owed 
them. If you believe there are errors on your paycheck, 
contact the o$ce so we can help you in verifying pay-
ment accuracy and correcting any mistakes.

Instructional Council Training and Support
Now, more than ever, your school needs to access the 
joint ATF/APS training and support o"ered to instruc-
tional councils. 

It is very di$cult to be a teacher or other licensed 
professional in the schools these days. Increasingly, we 
are !nding that instructional councils, in an e"ort to 
improve teaching and learning conditions, are taking 
on more of a true leadership and problem-solving role 
at school sites.

We know !rst-hand (primarily from observing at 
trainings) of decisions made about council structure, 
professional development planning, and program 
scheduling at several schools. At some of them, the 
councils have worked with new principals to help in-
form the administration about school and community 
factors that have in#uenced past decisions and led to 
current practices. At others, ICs have done a lot to help 
school employees cope with the overwhelming teach-
ing and non-teaching requirements associated with 
testing, collaboration, PLCs, documentation prepara-
tion and submission, student conferences, advisories 
and higher class sizes.

Contact the ATF o$ce at 262-2657 to schedule  
training or learn more. If you are more comfortable 
contacting APS, call Karen Rudys at 889-4841 to  
schedule or learn more.

ADVOCACY
ATF/APS Joint Task Force Update

ATF and APS have established through the negotia-
tions process, the creation of numerous joint task 
forces to make recommendations to the negotiations 
teams on a number of issues that are of interest and 
concern to both ATF and APS. Here is a brief update on 
the work of the various task forces.

On-Line Education: This group had its !rst meeting on 
November 8th to begin discussion about issues related 
to on-line learning, including state requirements and 
intellectual property rights.

Principal Evaluation: This group has also just begun its 
work, starting with an agreement on the need to do 
research and gather input and determine what role it 
might play in the principal evaluation process.

High School Scheduling: The goal of this group will be 
to gather information and data on block schedules, 
including the advantages and disadvantages of block 
scheduling at the high school level.

Middle School Scheduling: This group has met a 
number of times, but unfortunately, has been unable 
to reach an agreement on how best to address and re-
solve the issues that have been of the greatest concern 
for our members, including both the prep time and 
PLC time issues.

ORGANIZING
It’s Time to ROAR!

It’s time for a raise. It’s time to lower our class sizes 
again. It’s time to su$ciently fund public education 
in New Mexico. It’s time to ROAR: Restore Our Annual 
Revenues for education! 

Our power as a union comes from the strength of our 
membership and our solidarity, working collectively 
to !ght for what our educators, schools and students 
need. We need every voice–all 7,000+ licensed educa-
tors that ATF represents–to work together. If you have 
not yet taken the pledge to ROAR, go to atfunion.
org and !nd the link in the ROAR story on the front 
page. We’ll send you information and updates, so you 
can spread the message about restoring education 
revenues. 

Talk to your colleagues, family and friends! When the 
legislative session starts in January, we’ll have to stand 
our ground and raise our collective voice to make it 
happen! If you’re not yet an ATF member, join today–
the stronger our union, the harder we can !ght! Go 
to atfunion.org>online library>forms to download an 
application, or ask your Fed Rep.

ATF in Our Community
Our members and our union are part of our commu-
nity, and we’ve been making it a point to be actively 
involved. ATF members have most recently helped 
coordinate food drives at many schools for Roadrunner 
Food Bank, volunteered to sort donations at Roadrun-
ner, and given out tons of books at the Twinkle Light 
parade as part of our “Gift of Literacy” theme! 

ATF and our members are working on important issues 
beyond the classroom, like child hunger and access 
to books, which impact our students when they come 
into the classroom. Watch for information on future 
opportunities to work with your union out in the 
community, or if you have an opportunity for us to 
get involved with an event you’re working on, contact 
Kristin at kjo@atfunion.org.

Gearing Up to GET ACTIVE!
The election is over, and now it’s time to gear up for 
the 60-day 2013 NM Legislative Session, which begins 
on January 15th. What’s at stake? Raises, class sizes, 
teacher evaluation, retirement…and while the ATF 
sta" and leadership will be working hard to get you 
information and advocate for what you and your 
students need, we need all of you communicating with 
your lawmakers in order to get things done. Our power 
as a union comes from our thousands of members, our 
solidarity, and our collective voice and actions. 

If you have not yet signed up as an E-Activist WITH 
A NON-APS e-mail address (you may already receive 
our E-news at your aps.edu account), please go to the 
“2013 Legislative Session” lead story at atfunion.org 
and click on the link “Register your personal email  
and be an ATF E-Activist”. We ask that you register a 
personal email so that you can take electronic  
advocacy actions, like clicking a quick link to email  
a message to lawmakers, which you cannot do from 
your aps.edu account!

[Education] is the basis for reducing poverty, improving  
health, enabling the use of new technologies, and creating and 

spreading knowledge. – from the World Bank Millennium Development Goals

“
”
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AFT Disaster Relief

Thank you to the hundreds of members who have already donated thousands of dollars to the AFT  
Disaster Relief Fund to help your fellow unionists recover from the devastation of Superstorm Sandy.  
The storm a"ected members up and down the East Coast, but the needs of our brothers and sisters in 
New Jersey and New York are especially great. 

Please donate to the AFT Disaster Relief Fund today. You can make a tax-deductible contribution online 
or by mailing a check to:  AFT Disaster Relief Fund 
   American Federation of Teachers, 12th #oor 
   555 New Jersey Ave. N.W. 
   Washington, DC 20001

In addition, we have two other ways you can help: 

1. Through matching grants to DonorsChoose.org, which supports worthy school projects that have 
been set up by educators a"ected by the storm. Current projects include things like graphing calculators 
to replace ones lost in the storm, school supplies for teachers and students who were displaced by the 
storm, and nonperishable food items for students and families.

2. Donate to First Book, one of AFT’s community partners, which is helping families and students replace 
books lost during Superstorm Sandy. Your donation will be combined with matching funds–$25,000 from 
the AFT and $10,000 from the Albert Shanker Institute. Every $2.50 you contribute will provide a new 
book to a child a"ected by the storm.

The AFT has set up an online Superstorm Sandy resource guide that includes links to all of these donation 
options as well as much more information for members a"ected by the storm.

Thank you again for your generosity in helping fellow AFT members begin to recover and move forward 
after Superstorm Sandy.

International Educators Address the “Trained Teacher Gap”

AFT executive vice president Francine Lawrence welcomed international leaders to the launch of “Every 
Child Needs a Teacher: Closing the Trained Teacher Gap.” The report, from the Global Campaign for Educa-
tion and Education International, outlines the pressing need for well-prepared teachers as well as policies 
to recruit, train and support them so that students of every nation get the education they deserve.

Underscoring the concept that early childhood care and education are human rights with “huge and  
lasting impact,” the report lays out the stark facts: Children will continue to miss out unless there is a 
“massive expansion” in the number of available, trained teachers. According to UNESCO, 132 million  
children do not attend primary and lower secondary school (middle school); up to 75 percent of the  
children in low-income countries don’t even learn to read and write. The primary reason: lack of well-
trained, well-supported teachers. UNESCO estimates that 1.7 million additional teachers are needed  
to ensure universal primary education by 2015.

“Having a quality teacher in the classroom is the single biggest factor in ensuring that every child in the 
world can realize his or her right to a quality education,” Lawrence told the assembly. “The reliance in 
some countries on unquali!ed and untrained teachers with short-term contracts is a major problem,”  
she said. “Putting 100 children in a room with an adult labeled ‘a teacher’ is not delivering a quality  
education.” (This is a common practice in seven African countries.)

Lawrence laid out the AFT’s quality agenda for good teaching: selective recruitment, high-quality  
preparation, mentoring and peer review, professional development, purposeful evaluation, and parent 
and community support. She urged policymakers to ensure teachers have the “tools, time and trust”  
they need to serve their students–tools like curricula, materials and knowledge; time to confer with  
colleagues, analyze assessments and adapt new instructional strategies; and trust from administrators  
to teach with new, more e"ective strategies.

Successful education systems in places like Finland, Japan and Singapore have taught us what works: 
thoughtful, improvement-oriented teacher evaluations that are not chained to test scores; continuing 
professional development and peer support; respect; and reasonable compensation. In these successful 
systems, Lawrence noted, unions are often full collaborative partners, “not just at the table, but leaders  
at the table.” The private enterprise approach to education, with its pro!t-driven premise, discounts much  
of this proven formula for success and, said Lawrence, saving money up front with “bargain-basement  
policies” will be costly in the long run.

AROUND THE NATION

Elections End; New Work Begins

By Sara Attleson, ATF-COPE Director

As this is being written, the election has just ended two days 
ago. After all the activity and money put into the campaigns, 
it came down to your individual decision as you marked 
your ballot. We hope that your union’s Committee on Politi-
cal Education (COPE) provided the information needed to 
help you make your decisions on candidates and issues.

Many of your fellow union activists took part in the vari-
ous e"orts for Federation-endorsed candidates: making 
phone calls, knocking on doors and choosing to contribute 
hard-earned dollars to candidates. I want to thank all those 
wonderful volunteers whose hard work made Election  
Night a happy occasion. In state legislative races, ten of 16 
ATF-endorsed candidates for the state house of representa-
tives were elected or re-elected. And, for the state senate, 
ATF supported two successful candidates. We can also be 
heartened by the fact that, from the Albuquerque area,  
ATF supported !ve current, former or retired educators  
who will be part of the new state legislature in January.

Here’s where the new work begins. Now is the time to make 
contact with your new or continuing legislator and let them 
know your views on public education. Express to them 
what you, as an education professional, need to do your 
important work with children. With these contacts now, 
you can begin to build a relationship with your senator and 
representative that can facilitate communicating with them 
during the next legislative session–when they are literally 
#ooded with calls, emails and letters.

Now is also the time for you to be part of the Federation’s 
ROAR campaign to Restore Our Annual Revenue for public 
education. Funding for schools in NM has declined consider-
ably over the last several years. The ROAR campaign seeks  
to correct that problem and set us on a path toward fully 
funding public schools. Visit atfunion.org to !nd out more.

We’ve closed the book on one election season. Another 
campaign begins: the legislative !ght for public schools. By 
joining this e"ort, you can honor the work of your union’s 
political activists and support the educators newly elected 
to serve in Santa Fe. It’s a !ght I welcome.

PED WATCH
We’re Going to the Supreme Court

As the NMTEACH council continues to work on piloting the 
PED’s new teacher evaluation rules and preparing for full 
implementation next fall, your union continues to !ght for 
the RIGHT changes to evaluation, through the RIGHT pro-
cess. Our lawyers found a similar case in which the executive 
branch overstepped its power and intruded on the legisla-
tive branch’s power by attempting to change the intent 
of law through the rulemaking process. The NM Supreme 
Court put a stop to it through a Writ of Mandamus.

ATF, AFT New Mexico and our legal team believe that this 
is a precedent-setting case, and have !led with the NM 
Supreme Court, asking that it halt the implementation 
of Secretary-designate Skandera’s teacher and principal 
evaluation system. We believe that the rules put into place 
go against the original intent of what is in law; therefore, 
any changes of this magnitude must be done through the 
legislative process. 

Your union is !ghting hard for you. We want to change the 
current teacher evaluation system, but in a way that uses 
balanced multiple measures, looks at student growth using 
authentic assessments, and evaluates people on their own 
work and factors over which they have control. If you want 
the RIGHT improvements to teacher evaluation, incorporat-
ing the RIGHT measures of student learning and growth, 
and implemented in the RIGHT way, stand with us!

If you are not yet an ATF member, join today and help us 
!ght for what is RIGHT for both educators and students!  
Go to atfunion.org>online library>forms to download an 
application, or ask your Fed Rep!

COPECOPE
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SHARE MY LESSON
BY TEACHERS | FOR TEACHERS | FOR FREE
The AFT Share My Lesson site includes more than 
200,000 resources across grade levels and subject areas 
and has a section devoted to the Common Core. It’s 
a tool that helps teachers !nd the free, high-quality 
resources they are looking for to help them do the best 
job possible with their students.

www.sharemylesson.com

TEACHER
a

SERVICE WILL RESUME JANUARY 8, 2013

WE'LL BE CLOSED FROM

dec 12-JAN 7
FOR WINTER BREAK

COMMON CORE
How do we see the kind of teacher thinking that is  
valued in our current instructional climate in relation  
to the teacher thinking that will characterize the  
depth of understanding required for teaching to the  
Common Core? 

Join our new ATF Blog about the Common Core:  
Teachers Own The Common Core (TOCC).

You can access TOCC on the ATF website at  
www.atfunion.org. We look forward to hearing from you!.

Are you struggling with your teach-
ing? PAR consulting teachers work 
with teachers who are interested  

in becoming better instructors. Help 
for volunteers is con!dential. Contact the union 

at 262-2657 or the Mentor Program Coordinator at  
880-8249 ext. 174 and request a volunteer application.

Need Help With Teaching?

CALL PAR!PARcallannouncements
"SF�:PV�"�'JSTU�5JNF� 
3FOFXBM�/#$5�5IJT�:FBS 
Please let ATF know if you either success-
fully renewed as a National Board Certi!ed 
Teacher this year, or if you became an NBCT 
for the !rst time, so we can recognize you 
in the Teachers’ Voice in the spring! Email 
Kristin at kjo@atfunion.org. The ATF Teacher 
Leadership Foundation will also host a 
reception to honor all !rst-time achievers 
who are ATF members. Tentatively set for 
February 22.

WINTER BREAK

HAPPY
2013

HAVE A SAFE AND RESTFUL 
HOLIDAYS
!

WE’LL SEE YOU IN


